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CENTER FOR EYE CARE 
FRONT DESK, DISPENSARY, BILLING 

Standard Operating Procedures 
 

FRONT DESK DAILY FUNCTIONS & TASKS 
9/2012 

OPENING 

1. Unlock front door. Disable alarm. Turn on lights. Turn on computers, monitors and copier. Login to the desktop PC. 
Clock into Eyecare Advantage time clock. 

2. Open doors to exam rooms, dispensary and front desk. 

3. Print schedules for current business day. Verify that all patients are assigned to a student and doctor. Give copies 
of schedule to attending faculty and at pre-designated secure common locations. Prepare sign-in sheet for students. 

4. Prepare sign-in sheet with current date. All patients must sign-in upon arrival. Remove strip and attach to the 
schedule once patient registration is complete. Sign-in sheet should be monitored throughout the day to ensure a 
timely check-in for each patient. 

5. Each person at the front desk will have a $100 cash bag. Verify the $100 before opening, and after closing. Staff 
members must verify their own cash bag at opening and closing without exception. Staff must report discrepancies to 
Center management immediately. 

6. Unlock front doors and turn call forward off by 8:15 A.M. 

7. After all patients are checked in: 

-Print schedules for the following day. 

-Call and confirm appointments. 

-Assign interns and attending faculty (as required) to patients. 

-Maintain log of patients in the Center and their Center Directory status.  

ANSWERNG THE TELEPHONE 

We always like to be as helpful and courteous as possible when answering the telephone. Keeping an upbeat tone of 
voice is more welcoming to the caller. The front desk staff gives the first impression / contact that the outside public 
has with the Center for Eye Care.  

The script to use when answering the phone is: “Thank You for calling the University Eye Center, this is _____, how 
may I help you?” 
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SCHEDULING 

1. Find out if the patient is an established or new patient. A patient seen more than 3 years ago will be considered a 
new patient for billing purposes, but still use the current file. Check to make sure if the patient is loaded in Eyecare 
Advantage. There are times when a patient makes an appointment, but doesn’t keep the appointment so that the 
information is already in Eyecare Advantage. If you find the name but with a different address,determine if they ever 
lived at the address in the database. 

2. Determine what type of appointment the patient needs: Primary Care exam, CL exam, Pediatrics etc. If the patient 
states they want an annual exam please clarify if they are a Contact Lens wearer. If so their exam needs to be in the 
Contact Lens department. Distinguish between the patient needing a vision exam or a medical exam by asking the 
patient the purpose of their visit. (i.e., vision difficulties versus diabetes, glaucoma, etc.) 

3. Determine and enter the patient’s medical and vision coverage carrier, ID # and Group number information into 
Eyecare Advantage.  Verify patient eligibility while on the phone if possible and make sure to inform them of co-pays 
and fees that are due prior to going back for the service.   

4. Verify the number of available interns and patient slots before confirmation of appointments. Make every attempt 
to schedule the patient with the faculty member who had seen the patient at the previous visit.  

5. Schedule appointments according to established protocol. Enter patient's name, address, telephone number (please 
obtain home, work and cell), date of birth, email address, sex and insurance information. Patients with insurance must 
bring a current insurance identification card and also a picture identification card at the time of the appointment. If 
they are to use a University discount, advise them we need to have a copy of their University affiliated card (Faculty / 
Staff / Student / Alumni ID).  Students will need to provide a copy of their current class schedule.  A copy of both 
must be scanned in the EMR file. All payments are due at time of service, unless there is insurance coverage.   

6. If the patient has Medicaid as their insurance, eligibility must be verified while they are on the phone. There is a 
web-based site on each of the computers for the Missouri locations. If you are unsure how to read the Medicaid 
verification report, please ask the Center Manager. 

7. In Eyecare Advantage click on appointments and daily detail. The appointment screen will appear. Select site, 
attending and service. The software requires that the appointment will be scheduled with a doctor that is a provider 
for the patient's specific insurance. 

8. When quoting appointment times to the patient, always tell them that the appointment time is 15 minutes prior to 
the actual appointment time in Eyecare Advantage. Do not advise the patient you are booking them 15 minutes ahead 
of time (this will help to keep our schedule on time). For example if we have an 8:30 am slot the patient is to be told 
8:15 am. 

9. Once the agreement has been met on the appointment time, thank the patient and then re-confirm their 
appointment time. Tell them they will receive a confirmation call a couple of days before their appointment. 

10. Telephone patients that have not kept their appointment to re-schedule. In the remarks section of the patient's 
appointment, mark the result of the phone call to reschedule the patient. Explain that we require a twenty-four hour 
notice to consider an appointment canceled rather than a no-show and that due to our large volume we have a policy 
that requires after three no-shows in one year for them to be seen as a walk in.  

11. At the University Eye Center there are numerous departments we schedule: Primarily 3rd year students - Primary 
Care; Primarily 4th year students - Contact Lenses, Pediatrics/Binocular Vision (& the Pupil Project), Low Vision, 
EHMS, and Electrodiagnosis. During the summer and fall, third year students have a half day of Contact Lenses on 
Thurs. morning, and during the winter semester there are two half days (Tues. afternoon and Thurs. morning).  * 
Please make sure to schedule the patient in the clinic that corresponds to their reason for coming in for an 
appointment. (ex. EHMS- disease, injury, PC- routine, Contact lens-contact lens etc.).If there are any exceptions to be 
made to this policy it must be approved by the preceptor, Center Manager or Clinic Director. 

12. At the off-campus sites: Optometric Center, East St. Louis and Harvester both the 3rd and 4th years will see all of 
the patients. They will divide up patients with more complex needs to the 4th year students, as they are available. 
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13. Dispensary has their own schedule. Patients do not need an appointment to order glasses. Once the patient 
checks in they are added to the dispensary schedule and a super bill is printed. Patients will be called in the order of 
sign-in.  

CHECK-IN  

1. After the patient has signed in, remove the sign in strip to attach to the daily schedule and start the check in 
process. Give any necessary paperwork to the patient to fill out or update. Check the file to make sure an updated 
Notice of Privacy Practices has been signed and the HIPAA Directory Consent Form is acknowledged within the past 
year. 

2. Ask the patient what insurance they have or if they are associated with the University as staff, faculty, alumni or 
student.  

3. Print patient registration information from Eyecare Advantage. Verify all established patient demographics. Enter 
any changes or new information in Eyecare Advantage.  

4. Obtain all insurance cards or faculty/staff/student/alumni cards and scan them into Eyecare Advantage. Once the 
patient is opened on the screen, click on the insurance company that corresponds to the card, place the card face 
down and click scan. Do the same for the backside of the card. If it is their identification card (Driver’s License) add 
"Driver’s license" as an insurance company and follow the same process.  

5. Highlight your schedule sheet so you are aware who has checked in. 

6. Take the forms from the patient and check to make sure everything is legible and complete. Check to make sure an 
authorization number is in Eyecare Advantage. Collect all applicable co-pays and make sure an ABN form and a sheet 
denoting if the patient is authorized for vision or medical exam accompany each super bill. If the patient does not 
have the co-pay we need to reschedule them to be seen. 

7. Print the super bill and at the same time “arrive” the patient in Eyecare Advantage. Arriving the patient is very 
important as the students are graded on how long they are with the patient. When the patient checks out we must 
“depart” them (same procedure as arrive). 

8. Page the student so they can begin their examination with the patient. 

CHECK-OUT 

1. “Depart” the patient in Eyecare Advantage. Mark the patient out on the schedule. 

2. Take the completed super bill from the student: 

a. Check for signatures, student, doctor, patient, diagnosis code (Medicare – must be a medical code, no refractive 
code.  If it is refractive and there is no medical code, Medicare will not pay so the patient is responsible). 

b. Appropriate treatment is marked. Ask if any additional tests were done (photos, etc.). If it is not marked the 
attending needs to mark this, not the student and verify that an ABN form was signed by the patient. 

c. Confirm the accuracy of the patient’s account for any association with the University as a staff, student, faculty, 
alumni or if they have any private health insurance.  

d. Calculate and verify total patient charges on the super bill. Review super bill for accuracy and completeness, 
including all signatures, diagnosis codes, and fees. Inform attending faculty of discrepancies. A patient is considered a 
new patient if they have not been seen in 3 or more years. Review the super bill for legibility. If the doctor or student 
name cannot be read, print the name(s) on the super bill.  

3. Before totaling the super bill ask if the patient will be ordering glasses or contacts. If so, hold off on totaling until all 
the charges have been marked. Have the student take the patient to the dispensary if they are getting glasses. If the 
dispensary staff is busy the student should wait with the patient unless they have another patient waiting. If so, they 
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should ask the patient to wait in the waiting room and advise the dispensary staff there is a patient waiting and leave 
the file with them. 

4. If the patient is not ordering glasses, add the additional charges, discounts if applicable and total the super bill. 
Collect the payment for additional services if needed.  Co-pays should have been collected at check-in. 

5. Make sure totals are printed legibly. 

6. Make the next appointment (if applicable). 

7. If the patient wants a receipt, make a copy of the superbill.   

8. Once the patient has checked out, mark out next to their name on the schedule. Change appointment status to "K" 
in Eyecare Advantage.  

9. Super bills are to be reconciled at the end of day, matched with the staff moneybag and credit card receipts. Both 
matched with the staff day sheet.  

RELEASE OF PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION 

1. Follow all HIPAA related Center for Eye Care Policies and Procedures. 

2. It is the policy of the Center for Eye Care that the release of medical information related to treatment must have a 
signed authorization by the patient, legal representative, or legal guardian, before any information is released. 
Verification of the patient by photo ID or signature is required. Prescriptions may be faxed to another healthcare 
provider with verification of the patient’s name and Date of Birth. Prescriptions may also be mailed directly to the 
patient with verification of the patient’s name, DOB, and home address, if the patient is not present in the clinic. 
Authorizations must be placed in the patient's record. Before any records are sent outside the Center for Eye Care, the 
Credentialing and Compliance Specialist, Clinic Manager or Director of Clinical Operations must approve them. Record 
requests from the remote sites should be faxed over to the Credentialing and Compliance Specialist for timely 
fulfillment. 

3. Release of PHI for reasons not related to TPO must have a signed patient authorization. 

4. Release of medical information to legal firms and agencies can be processed provided that an authorization has 
been signed by the patient or legal guardian. There is a minimum charge of $22.01 plus $0.52 per page according to 
state statute for this service. Documentation and duplication of medical records to vocational and rehabilitation 
agencies is processed upon written request from the agency. There is a $21.50 charge per report, unless otherwise 
negotiated. Seek approval from the Compliance Specialist before releasing any medical record information. 

CLOSING 

1. Closing begins 15-20 minutes prior to the scheduled leaving time. A front desk staff member must be present until 
all patients are checked-out (this may require staff remaining later than scheduled time, which will be adjusted off on 
another day). At least two staff members must remain in the clinic to complete the tasks to avoid having one left 
alone, except at the HEC or ESL sites where there is only 1 staff member.  

2. The nightly deposit sheet, payments, and adjustments should be totaled. These are collected in a manila envelope 
and dropped in the safe. 

3. To ensure that all superbills have been collected, the superbills are checked next to the appointment schedule and 
initialed next to each one to match superbills to patients.   

4. Verify $100 in cash bag. Drop deposit envelope and cash bag in safe (if someone will be coming to the front desk to 
relieve a staff member, the relief person drops the $100 cash bag). Staff members must verify their own cash bag. 
There are NO exceptions. Any shortages or overages must be reported to the Center Manager immediately. 

5. Close and lock external doors at appropriate closing time. 
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6. Make sure that Eyecare Advantage has been exited at each exam room computer work station and the work station 
has been brought to the login position (ctrl-alt-del).  

7. Close all exam room windows and lock all internal doors. 

8. Check the "Shred" folder in the faculty/student conference room  

9. Clock out of Eyecare Advantage. 

10. Turn off all lights. 

11. Set alarm. 

Guidelines for Typical Scenarios  

To enter the Eyecare Advantage Computer System, you must have an ID and password. See Center Manager to 
obtain this. 

To search for a patient:  

Click on search at the top of the screen, which allows you to search by name, account number, SSN, DOB, Phone 
number and account responsible. If you want to search by name a quicker way is to click on the magnifier icon (1st on 
the left of the screen). Type in the last name and first name if you know it and then search. Choose which patient you 
need by double clicking. 

Insurance:  

Obtain all insurance information – Name of the carrier, address, phone number, ID and group numbers. Be sure to 
find out from the patient how to bill them for their visit and if there is a co-pay.  

Lions Club / Indigent Funding: 

There is a 3 ring binder to keep a copy of these authorizations. The original authorization should be scanned into the 
patient record and a copy placed in the 3 ring binder for follow up purposes. On a weekly basis the authorizations are 
to be reviewed and reconciled in Eyecare Advantage so proper billing can proceed. If the patient has been authorized, 
but not seen in the clinic the patient is to be called and scheduled for an appointment. 

Miscellaneous Activities: 

Check the next day’s schedule for patients that are missing information. Obtain information and enter it into the 
system (missing insurance information, address, zip code etc). 

Close and lock doors at the appropriate closing times. 

Send out confirmation letters. 

Send out recall letters. 

Call patients for an appointment that have not responded to the recall letters. 

Check folders for the necessary paperwork. 

Break down the no show folders.  
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DISPENSARY 

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES 

1. Frame selection 

a) Frames must be chosen from the appropriate frame board, as determined by any third party payer program. 

b) Staff should try to sell the stock frames. 

c) If the patient must have a different size or color combination than what is available from stock, explain to them we 
cannot order frames just for the patient to see because of the fees we pay but we can order a complete pair. Write the 
complete information on the lab order form and mark it "to be ordered". Complete frame information, including style 
name or number, manufacturer, supplier, eye size, bridge size, temple, length and color. 

d) Inquire about environments in which eyewear would be worn. 

e) Utilize polycarbonate or protective eyewear as needed. 

f) Uncover the patient’s needs according to their lifestyle and explain to them the many things available to maximize 
their visual experience. 

g) Fill out the Eyecare Advantage Rx screen completely, including Rx, lens style, material, seg heights, PD's, and any 
lens tints or treatments. Post the charges into Eyecare Advantage, assigning the proper charges to the patient and/or 
insurance company along with the diagnosis. Verify that the proper doctor and student have been posted to the 
charge, for insurance filing and reporting accuracy. 

h) Be sure to ask the patient how they could be reached during business hours to notify them that their glasses are 
ready. 

i) Write the frame and lens prices on the super bill using the Eyecare Advantage pricing pre-calculation system which 
links the price with the Rx. Make sure all add-on charges are also written on the super bill. All Medicaid orders are to 
be posted once the glasses are dispensed to the patient. 

j) Explain the frame and lens charges to the patient. 

k) Explain to the patient how many business days after the required payment is made before the glasses are ready 
and that the Center staff will call after proper verification. Patients with insurance must pay the co-pay, deductible 
and/or add-on charges in full before an order is processed. Self-pay patients must pay 100% of the bill at the time of 
order. 

l) Take the patient and the super bill to the front desk to check out. When the check-out process is completed, thank 
the patient for their order. 

m) Make a tray for the patient’s order, file insurance claim and place order. 

2. Ordering 

a) Print two (2) order forms for the lab from the Eyecare Advantage screen. Verify that all necessary information is on 
the order form (name, date, Rx, lens material and design, pd, seg height, frame) 

b) Check order form to see if a special order frame and/or sunglass clip is required. If so, call in the order. Use the 
patient's last name and first initial as a reference so that it will appear on the invoice that arrives with the frame. 
Check to make sure that the frame company has that frame and/or sunglasses in stock. If not in stock, get the 
expected delivery date and notify the patient of the delay. 

c) When enclosing a stock frame, remove its price tag, place the frame in a job envelope with the top copy of the 
order form. Place the sealed job envelope in the lab box for laboratory courier pick up. 
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d) Create a dispensing tray with patient name and date of the order. Place a copy of the spec order super bill and lab 
order form in the tray. 

e) Place the tray on shelf marked "orders at the lab." 

f) Monitor trays daily. If after one week the job has not returned from the lab, call the lab and write a note and place 
it in the tray. 

g) For remakes, write reasons and original date of purchase. Utilize remake function in Eyecare Advantage and 
remake log. 

If no payment or deposit was made: 

a) Put tray on the "on hold" shelf. Mark hold on the name tag. Write the date payment is expected. If payment is not 
received by that date, call the patient to find out when payment will be received. Do not hold and order for more than 
two weeks. If no payment is received by then, the frame is returned to the board. The patient will have to choose a 
new frame and place a new order if they come back to do so. 

b) Place Medicaid orders and any other third party payer orders that require prior authorization on the "hold" shelf. 
Contact the proper 3rd party payer authorization. Please post any authorization numbers in Eyecare Advantage for 
billing purposes. Complete medical necessity forms as required. 

3. Follow all HIPAA related Center for Eye Care Policies and Procedures. 

4. Other duties 

a) Complete the frame log with manufacturer's name, frame number and other information when frame is received. 
Enter the frame into Eyecare Advantage inventory. 

b) Complete the lab log with order date, lens design, date sent to lab, date returned from lab, date verified and date 
patient called. When ordering frames, mark the frame as ordered in the Eyecare Advantage inventory module. 

c) When a frame arrives from supplier, make entry in the frame log, label and place on the appropriate frame board. 
Enter the frame into inventory, print a tag with the bar code label. 

d) When special order frame arrive, wrap frame in the lab order form and place in the appropriate location for 
laboratory courier pick-up. 

e) Process invoice when glasses return from the laboratory. Check accuracy of invoice. Stamp invoice with patient 
financial information. Obtain patient payment information from Eyecare Advantage and determine its consistency with 
the lab invoice. Mark the cost on the invoice. If the patient has insurance and co-pay (e.g. VSP) note this on the 
invoice in the payment section of the stamp. Verify prescription by ANSI standards. Place glasses in an appropriate 
eyeglass case in the patient dispensing tray with a copy of the lab order form. Place invoice in lab folder to be 
attached and reconciled with monthly statement. 

f) Return glasses to laboratory if ANSI standards are not met. 

g) At spec pickup, dispensary staff gives spec order super bill to the front desk for filing. 

h) At the beginning and end of every work day inspect frame boards. Re-stock frames at the end of the day. Maintain 
reasonable vigilance of frame boards throughout the work day. At the beginning and end of the day fill out the frame 
log of how many frames were sold, how many were replaced and determine if any frames are missing. If theft is 
suspected, notify the appropriate law enforcement agency and make an accurate report. Notify Center management 
immediately. 

i) For frame repairs, make an appointment for the patient in eye care and make sure to arrive and depart the patient 
in the appointment status. 
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j) Clean and maintain dust-free demo lenses, frame boards, mirrors and countertops. 

k.) Paper financial records will be managed according to the latest University of Missouri System Records Retention 
Guide: http://www.umsystem.edu/ums/fa/management/records/guide/rrg40-417/ 

 

Selection of Frame Inventory 

Select frames that are: 

1. not discontinued 

2. contemporary in style 

3. with extended warranty of a minimum of 1-2 years 

4. placed on consignment basis except for Medicaid valued frames 

5. within a retail price of $25-250 

6. available in a wide variety of materials, colors, styles, sizes 

7. available for immediate shipping to arrive within 2-3 days 

8. payments for frames on a monthly basis by statement not individual invoice  

9. no minimum purchase requirement 

10. educational discounts of at least 20% from frame book value 

11. payment permitted by credit card 

12. review frame boards and replace discontinued and poorly selling frames with current ones at least semi-annually 

13. current space available for frame niches that is superior to currently placed frames (i.e. viability of product sales) 
based on the above characteristics  

 
   

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR BILLING 

CENTER FOR EYE CARE 

1. Patient accounts are billed monthly, insurance accounts are billed weekly. Three attempts will be made to collect 
patient balances under $25.00 before the Patient Accounts Manager enters a bad-debt write-off for 
nonresponse/payment. Balances under $5.00 are written off as a small balance adjustment.  Four attempts will be 
made to collect balances over $25.00. The third billing statement will include a Past Due Notice and the fourth will 
include a Final Demand Letter.  After all attempts have been made and a payment has not been received nor has an 
arrangement to pay been agreed upon the balance will be written off as a bad debt write off. All bad debt write offs 
are notated in the account’s alert messages and payment is required if the patient returns for any future services or 
materials.  

 
2. Claims are reviewed for accuracy when filed online or submitted electronically by utilizing claim processing reports. 
These can be found in the Eyecare Advantage system, Emdeon website & other payer websites 
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3. After receipt of remittance advisory with a listing of denied claims, an entry is posted to the line item documenting 
the RA posting date and denial reason. Internal account notes & or the account tickler are used to document 
additional information and actions taken to resolve the claim. 

4. Insurance payments are documented through Line Item Posting and are identified by name & check number. All 
patient balances assigned by the insurance at the time of remittance posting are explained in the payment notes and 
or external notes, these notes are included on the patient’s billing statement which is generated at the time the 
balance is incurred and continued to be billed monthly from there on. 
 
5. Recurrent Eyecare Advantage patient data entry errors are to be reported to the Patient Accounts Manager.  
 
6. Unpaid claims of 60 days or older must be reviewed and followed-up with third party payers.  
 
7. Eyecare Advantage Internal Claim notes and/or the Account Tickler must be updated after follow-up with the 
following:  

o individual claim representative contacted  
o resolution  
o date of re-submission of claim  

8.	  Billing	  staff	  non-‐routine	  activities,	  exceptions,	  notable	  events,	  and	  any	  billing	  questions	  should	  be	  shared	  with	  
the	  Patient	  Accounts	  Manager.	  	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  
9.	  Recurrent	  billing	  problems	  must	  be	  reported	  to	  the	  Patient	  Accounts	  Manager	  in	  a	  timely	  and	  accurate	  fashion.	  
	  
10.	  Any	  written	  or	  verbal	  correspondence	  or	  communication	  from	  outside	  agencies	  above	  and	  beyond	  basic	  claims	  
processing	  must	  be	  reported	  and	  shared	  with	  the	  Patient	  Accounts	  Manager.	  
	  
11.	  An	  aging	  report	  will	  be	  generated	  monthly	  and	  on	  an	  as	  needed	  basis	  by	  the	  Patient	  Accounts	  Manager	  and	  
reviewed	  with	  billing	  staff.	  	  
	  
12.	  Billing	  updates	  from	  outside	  agencies	  and	  third	  party	  payers	  will	  be	  reviewed	  by	  the	  Patient	  Accounts	  Manager	  
and	  Center	  Manager	  as	  received	  and	  changes	  communicated	  to	  the	  billing	  and	  front	  desk	  staff.	  	  
	  
13.	  Remittance	  files	  will	  be	  maintained	  by	  individual	  payer	  by	  calendar	  year	  for	  a	  period	  of	  4	  years	  in	  accordance	  
with	  the	  University	  of	  Missouri	  System	  Record	  Retention	  Guide:	  
http://www.umsystem.edu/ums/fa/management/records/guide/rrg40-‐417/	  
	  
	  
14.	  Summaries	  of	  billing	  activities,	  adjustments,	  write-‐offs,	  and	  accounts	  receivable	  will	  be	  discussed	  and	  reviewed	  
by	  the	  Patient	  Accounts	  Manager	  on	  a	  regular	  basis.	  
	  
15.	  The	  billing	  staff,	  Patient	  Accounts	  Manager,	  Center	  Manager	  and	  the	  Credentialing	  &	  Compliance	  Specialist	  
should	  be	  available	  to	  the	  front	  desk	  staff	  as	  a	  resource	  for	  questions	  about	  patient	  insurance	  coverage	  eligibility	  or	  
related	  issues.	  	  
	  
16.	  The	  Center	  Manager	  should	  be	  available	  to	  review	  with	  the	  front	  desk	  staff	  patient	  insurance	  eligibility	  at	  the	  
time	  of	  appointment.	  	  
	  
17.	  Billing	  department	  will	  keep	  Medicare,	  Medicaid	  and	  other	  insurance	  newsletters	  and	  bulletins	  available	  in	  the	  
Billing	  Office.	  The	  billing	  staff	  should	  visit	  these	  websites	  on	  a	  regular	  basis.	  	  They	  should	  also	  subscribe	  to	  e-‐mails	  
and	  electronic	  news	  services.	  
	  	  	  
18.	  All	  write-‐offs	  outside	  of	  contractual	  obligations	  must	  be	  approved	  by	  the	  Patient	  Accounts	  Manager.	  Patient	  
small	  balances,	  those	  $5.00	  and	  less,	  will	  be	  written	  off	  once	  all	  claims	  on	  the	  account	  have	  finalized	  processing.	  	  
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19.	  Credit	  Balance	  reports	  are	  reviewed	  annually	  for	  accuracy	  by	  the	  Patient	  Accounts	  Manager.	  Statements	  are	  
issued	  to	  the	  patient	  notifying	  them	  of	  the	  overpayment.	  The	  patient	  is	  requested	  to	  notify	  us	  if	  they	  wish	  to	  
receive	  a	  refund	  or	  apply	  the	  credit	  to	  a	  future	  balance.	  Once	  a	  determination	  is	  received	  from	  the	  patient	  the	  
account	  is	  updated	  and	  either	  a	  refund	  is	  processed	  or	  the	  credit	  is	  notated	  and	  applied	  to	  future	  services.	  If	  a	  good	  
faith	  effort	  has	  been	  made	  to	  notify	  the	  patient	  of	  the	  credit	  and	  no	  response	  has	  been	  received	  within	  5	  years	  the	  
balance	  will	  be	  turned	  over	  to	  the	  State’s	  Unclaimed	  Properties	  Department.	  	  
	  
20.	  Follow	  all	  HIPAA	  related	  Center	  for	  Eye	  Care	  Policies	  and	  Procedures.	  

21.  All refunds must be approved by the Patient Accounts Manager when requested by the Center Manager or other 
CEC administrative staff.  All supporting documentation must be attached to the refund request.  They include patient 
ledger, payment method and a description of the reason for the request.  All refund requests are sent to the 
Administrative Assistant to initiate the refund from Columbia. 
 
 

 
 

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR  

CASH/CHECK HANDLING AND DAILY BANK DEPOSITS  

Front Desk Revenue 
1. Each morning, the safe is opened by the Clinic Business & Communications Coordinator to verify the three 

petty cash bags are present and the amount is accounted for in each. 
2. After the front desk staff arrives, the Clinic Business & Communications Coordinator, the Director of Clinical 

Operations, or the Center Manager will retrieve the three petty cash bags from the safe and distribute to the 
staff. 

3. Each staff member who is assigned a petty cash bag will count the money when they receive the bag and 
before they transfer the bag to another front desk staff member or drop the bag into the safe each night. 

4. Prior to 10 AM each day, a deposit is prepared: 
a. Each front desk staff member’s day sheet is checked for accuracy, money is accounted for, and credit 

card receipts are verified. 
b. A financial report is generated in Eyecare Advantage in order to cross check the actuals with the 

posted charges and collections from the prior day. 
c. The credit card daily totals report is cross-checked with all actual credit card receipts turned in and 

posted. 
d. A deposit slip is prepared for the cash and checks from the front desk operations for the prior day and 

picked up by an armored car service. 
e. A CRR is prepared for each deposit slip. 
f. CRRs are checked for accuracy against the Eyecare Advantage financial report by the Patient Accounts 

Manager 
5. The off sites will prepare their own deposits on a weekly basis and will fax all documentation to the Clinic 

Business & Communications Coordinator.  All faxed information will be reviewed for accuracy and any 
necessary CRRs will be prepared. 

Insurance Revenue 
1. All mail is opened and dispersed by the Clinic Business & Communications Coordinator. 
2. Insurance checks are stamped, copied, and placed in the safe. 
3. The copy of the insurance check is given to the Patient Accounts Manager along with any EOBs or 

correspondence from the insurance company. 
4. Each morning, the insurance checks are pulled from the safe with any deposit paperwork that was dropped 

the prior day. 
5. Prior to 10 AM each day, an insurance deposit is prepared: 

a. Each billing department member’s day sheet compared to the Eyecare Advantage financial report to 
check for accuracy, totals are verified, and checks are matched up to the copies included in the 
paperwork. 
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b. A deposit slip is prepared for each location with a corresponding deposit and picked up by an armored 
car service. 

c. A CRR is prepared for each deposit slip. 
d. The Patient Accounts Manager checks cRRs for accuracy against the Eyecare Advantage financial 

report. 
 

 
 

 
STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR 

INDIGENT FUNDING  

Approval Process 
1. Outside organizations will contact the Clinic Business & Communications Coordinator to seek funding for an 

individual. 
2. The Clinic Business & Communications Coordinator will ensure the organization/agency has verified indigent 

status and inquired as to whether or not the individual has insurance. 
3. The individual will be set up in the database and an Indigent Patient Funding Request Form will be filled out at 

point of service. 
4. Occasionally, internal requests can be made for an existing patient, provided an outside agency has already 

verified indigent status.  The Doctor (or front desk staff member) will be required to complete an Indigent 
Patient Funding Request Form with the patient signature. 

5. The Indigent Patient Funding Request Form is scanned into the patient’s record. 

Point of Service 
1. When patients call to schedule the appointment, the front desk staff member will contact the Clinic Business & 

Communications Coordinator to verify authorization.   
2. The Clinic Business & Communications Coordinator will complete a CEC Authorization Verification Form 

indicating exact procedures/materials authorized to accompany the superbill when services are rendered.   
3. The CEC Authorization Verification Form is scanned into the patient’s record.  

Reconciling Accounts 
1. Each month, the Clinic Business & Communications Coordinator will review patient accounts to reconcile 

approved funding with actual charges by: 
a. Verifying all appropriate forms are scanned into the patient’s record 
b. Verifying all charges posted to the patient’s ledger were approved amounts 
c. Verifying all services provided to the patient were approved 
d. Verifying all charges to the Indigent Fund were posted to patients with prior approval 

2. The total amounts are calculated and assigned to the appropriate Mo-Codes, then given to the Department 
Specialist to generate a transfer of funds by means of a Journal Entry. 

3. When the journal entry is completed, a JE number is assigned.  The JE number and a list of patient accounts 
with corresponding payment amounts is given to the Patient Accounts Manager to post in patient ledgers.   
 

 
 

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR  

POSTING INSURANCE PAYMENTS 

 
1. The Patient Accounts Manager receives copies of all checks and remittance advice from the Clinic Business and 
Communications Coordinator or Director of Clinical Operations.   
 
2. The Clinic Business and Communications Coordinator endorses checks after sorting, using the University stamp 
before the checks are copied and put in the safe.   
 
3. The Billing staff reconciles the check amount against the Eyecare Advantage posting audit tape for accuracy.  
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4. If the check amount and the Eyecare Advantage daysheet and/or payment report do not match the remittance 
advisory is checked line-by-line to identify the line of posting error.  Once the error is corrected the amounts should 
be reconciled.  
 
5. The Center billing staff must post insurance checks within 2 business days of the time the copy is received unless 
the check is pending due to patient or insurance follow up. 
 
6. The Patient Accounts Manager schedules weekly activities for the billing staff such as check posting, working denied 
claims, review of aging reports and other related billing tasks.  
 
7. Paper financial records will be managed according to the latest University of Missouri System Records Retention 
Guide: http://www.umsystem.edu/ums/fa/management/records/guide/rrg40-417/ 

	  

 

 

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR  

BILLING COMPLIANCE 

The following instructions are to be used in conjunction with existing guidelines and regulations for professional 
billing:  
 
1) Completed attending notes will be in the patient medical record within seven working days of the patient 
encounter. 
 
2) Center staff may submit professional charges for non-procedural clinic encounters before a complete written 
attending note is in the record as long as:  
a. there is sufficient evidence in the record that a billable patient encounter occurred 
 
b. the billing attending has provided a clinical diagnosis and treatment plan, and  
 
c. the billing attending has chosen a level of patient encounter that the staff feels is likely to be supported by the 
clinical diagnosis and plan.  

 
3) Center staff may only submit professional charges for patient procedures on the basis of a recorded description of 
the procedure in the medical record. The provider who performs the procedure and conforms to current 
documentation requirements must author the record.  
 
4) The Credentialing and Compliance Specialist, Center Manager or the Director of Clinical Operations will perform 
periodic random reviews to be certain all documentation is completed. All Medicare claims must be reviewed before 
submission for payment.  A staff doctor reviews these weekly. 

 

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR  

CLAIMS REJECTION ANALYSIS 

The Billing Department perform an analysis of a rejected claim to determine if error caused the rejection and, if so, 
will correction lead to re-submission of a valid claim. This advisory memo is intended to assist the individual who is 
attempting to find the appropriate answers.  
 
The following principles apply; it is assumed that those individuals involved in claims rejection analysis will be 
knowledgeable of ICD-9-CM and CPT coding:  
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1) All retrospective claims analysis that results in re-submission of the claim or write-off of the charge must document 
the justification for any and all changes made to the claim. Claims rejected for reasons that amount to simple clerical 
error at the time of original submission do not require review by the billing attending. Examples of such error might 
include keystroke error, incorrectly assigning the order of diagnoses on a reporting form, or the matching of diagnoses 
to procedures on a reporting form.  
 
2) All other changes to claims prepared for re-submission will document the justification for any changes and these 
changes must be approved by the providing attending. A process must be in place to preserve the record of the 
changes and the corresponding approval. Changes in diagnosis or procedural codes would be examples of such 
changes requiring provider approval. The medical record must support these changes as it existed at the time of 
service.  
 
3) All post-submission claim reviews must be based on the medical record that existed contemporaneously with the 
date of service for which the claim is submitted. Under no circumstance will any rejected claim be analyzed and re-
submitted on the basis of a late or otherwise altered entry in the medical record made for purposes other than 
supporting or clarifying patient care or changes to the actual date of services or provider.   
 
4) The process should identify a contact person in the Center (usually the Patient Accounts Manager or Director of 
Clinical Operations) who can respond to requests to review ICD-9 and CPT codes and other issues on claim denials or 
rejections.  
 
5) The Patient Accounts Manager and/or Director of Clinical Operations will attest to the qualifications of those Center 
staff who they know are qualified to be allowed practice management software access to perform adjustment and re-
submission of rejected claims.  

6) Eyecare Advantage Internal Claim notes and/or the Account Tickler must be updated after follow-up with the 
resolution and the date of re-submission of claim.  
 
7) The Center staff is reminded that re-submission of a claim is never required. The providing attending and Patient 
Accounts Manager always have the option of acknowledging the validity of the denial as a reason to write-off the 
charge.  

 
 

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR  

CREDENTIALING 

Credentialing responsibilities are maintained by the Credentialing and Compliance Specialist, and are required to 
verify the licensure and qualifications of employee providers.  This information is used to credential these providers 
with the various insurance companies that are contracted with the Center for Eye Care. These responsibilities include: 

• Assisting in the credentialing process and re-credentialing process for optometric staff and others as 
appropriate 

• Ensuring ongoing state licensure 
• Assembling, preparing, and verifying credentialing information 
• Identifying questionable and/or highly sensitive information 
• Assuring accuracy of records; maintaining a state of readiness for review/audit by delegated entities, 

licensing and accrediting agencies. 
• Entering credentialing data into systems and maintain/update databases as needed. 
• Following up on data inconsistencies. 
• Utilizing database to produce reports, lists and rosters. 
• Maintaining the permanent credentials files on all applicable faculty 
• Assuring the confidentiality and integrity of all aspects of the credentialing verification program and 

process. 
• Maintaining documentation of malpractice insurance for faculty. 
• Coordinating with insurance companies  
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Credentialing information is kept in a secure location, and is accessed on an as-needed basis. Upon departure from 
the University, the Credentialing and Compliance Specialist will provide the provider with a list of pertinent 
credentialing information for their records. Other than the Credentialing and Compliance Specialist, only the Director 
of Clinical Operations or the Dean of the College of Optometry may access credentialing information at any time.  

 
 

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES (Time & Labor) FOR  

BI-WEEKLY STAFF 

 
Time & Labor was implemented on November 29, 2009.  This comprehensive online payroll process allows employees 
to enter time worked, requests for time off, and absences.  These entries will then be reviewed and approved 
electronically.  This online process eliminates the need for paper-based time tracking.  Data entry into Web Time will 
no longer be available to UM-St. Louis departments beginning with the implementation on November 29th.  All staff 
members must use Time & Labor. 

Employees are categorized into these three important roles in Time & Labor: 

• Time Reporters are employees who enter time worked and absences directly into 
the Time & Labor module.  This includes employees who are paid biweekly and 
monthly, as well as hourly employees who are paid monthly.  Salaried employees 
will only enter absences.  

• Time Approvers are managers and other supervisors who review and approve 
timesheets and absences. 

• Time Keepers are the current departmental Web Time users.  

 
Staff can access their timesheet through myHR 

  

  

 
 


